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MB Designs won the best Arabian and African
leisure interior concept for its project NUWA of the
International Property Awards 2020 - 2021, Nuwa
by Mori co. is an asian restaurant with international standards serving unique authentic tastes, a
concept made after a full review of the F&B market
Creating a new eclectic experience that truly
simplicity of Zen interiors, the use of natural
materials and play of light, creating a minimal
space enriched with intricate design elements
from neighboring and far off regions. Multiple
design elements were used to create an asian
fusion feel, the trick was to mix all the features
creatively to create balance, all given a twist to
achieve a fresh modern look with this strong
identity you see, The design aimed to pop out and
highlight the bar as a main feature that everything
revolves around, another feature element was the
wallpaper used in the bar bulkhead and on the
feature wall inspired by Chinese art in a grey scale
color palette with muted red accents.
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Another successive project winning best African
and Arabian Residential Property Interior - Private
Residence award of the 2020-2021 International
great bond and unity of this family and their love of
food, travel, nature and a rich social life. Materials
and design elements are used as brush strokes,
adding life, personality to the overall mood and
ces. Functionality, comfort, and visually pleasing
elements come together to truly create a sense of
home. looking into details, the shelving unit was
used as a decorative unit, a guard rail for the stairs
and a spatial divider, travel souvenirs from travels
across the globe were displayed proudly within
this unit, also the use of brass partitions creating
the illusion of privacy, providing an interesting
and infusing the residence with character through
a custom designed pattern. As mentioned this
family live for social gatherings and entertaining
therefore it was crucial that the kitchen and the
dining area be as an open and as inviting as the
open kitchen creates a user friendly space with a
modern contemporary design.
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